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Designing for cost

Value for money?

Consumers want good value for money and like prices to be as low as possible because they only

have limited amount of money to spend on food. Food manufacturers and retailers need prices to

be as high as possible so that they can invest back into the business and make a profit. Making a

food product for yourself often seems cheaper than buying it ready-made.  Here is an example:
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Sainsbury’s
apple pie
costs £1.89p

500 g apples
200 g flour costs 39p
costs 4p Tin of pie filling

costs 89p

Packet of pastry
Costs 55p

100 g margarine
costs 10p

75 g sugar
  costs 5p
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The ready-to-eat pie costs three times as much

as one you make yourself from raw ingredients,

even though the ingredients are probably

almost the same. So why are the costs

different? Here are some possibilities-

Processing the product

In the ready-to-eat pie the ingredients have

been prepared, cooked, assembled and

finished. All you have to do is take it out of the

packaging and put it in the oven.

With the pie filling and ready-prepared pastry,

the ingredients have been prepared but not

cooked, assembled or finished. You have to

open the tins, roll out the pastry, assemble the

filling and pastry in a dish and then bake.

With the raw ingredients you have to do

everything yourself – preparation, cooking,

assembling and finishing. For the pastry you

have to weigh out the ingredients, mix and roll

out. You have to peel, core and slice the

apples. You then have to assemble the filling

and pastry in a dish and then bake.

The more processing there is in a food product,

the more you have to pay for it but the less you

have to do.

Packaging the product

The ready-to-eat pie is fragile and needs to be

packaged carefully to prevent it being damaged

during transport and while it is on the

supermarket shelf.

The pie filling is in a tin and the ready-prepared

pastry is in a packet.

The ingredients for the home-made pie are

wrapped in paper, the apples may not be

packaged at all.

The more packaging there is around a food

product the more you have to pay for it.

Is it worth the price?

It is almost impossible for a food manufacturer

to produce a fruit pie that is as good as one

that has been freshly baked at home. But there

is a high cost in terms of the time and effort that

must be put in to producing the home-baked

pie. If people are very busy and the choice is

between a ready-to-eat pie and no pie at all,

then clearly a ready-to-eat pie is value for

money. Note also that any one brand of mass-

produced ready-to-eat pies will be reliable in

that the pies will always be of the same quality.

But this reliability is only achieved by using

certain sorts of materials in the product. It will

contain a wide range of additives, the pastry is

likely to be high in fat and the filling high in

sugar.
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Keeping costs low at home

There are a variety of ways to reduce the cost of a food product. The example here shows how

you can do this for a food product you might prepare at home. You can use the information to

calculate the maximum saving you could make when adapting the recipe for a fish pie. Note that

by changing the ingredients to lessen the cost, you will change both the taste and the nutrition of

the product.

1 Decrease the amount

of expensive ingredient

and make up the difference

with a cheaper but similar

ingredient, e.g. use half tuna

and half haddock. Saves 32p

2 Change main ingredient for a

less expensive one, e.g. use

all tuna instead of haddock.

Saves 63p

3 Decrease the amount of

expensive ingredients and

make up the difference with

cheaper, different

ingredients, e.g. use

sweetcorn, mushrooms and

(or) red pepper instead of

some of the fish.

Saves 44p

4 Decrease the amount of

expensive filling and

increase the amount of less-

expensive topping, e.g.

reduce the amount of fish

plus sauce and increase the

amount of potato topping.

Saves 40p

5 Increase the amount of

sauce and decrease the

amount of filling.

Saves 56p
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Keeping costs low in industry

Food manufacturers carry out similar cost-

cutting exercises, as shown here.

1 Decrease the amount of expensive

ingredients and make up the

difference with a cheaper but similar

ingredient, e.g. use half pork and

half beef.

2 Use less ingredients per burger by

changing the size of the burger e.g.

make it thinner or of smaller

diameter.

3 Decrease the amount of expensive

ingredients and make up the

difference with cheaper, different

ingredients, e.g. use less beef and

more rusk but add flavouring to

maintain ‘meaty’  taste.

4 Use extra water. Some meat

products contain polyphosphates

which hold water, hence

inexpensive burgers shrink a lot

when cooked.

5 Use some or all

re-formed

meat.

6 Simplify

the

packaging.

Note that there are two areas of saving

open to industry that do not apply to cost

cutting at home.

• Use of recovered meat – food

manufacturers cannot afford to waste

even the tiny fragments that are left on

the carcass of an animal. So they use

machines that compress the carcass and

force any meat that remains through a

perforated metal drum. This meat is

collected and added to food products to

reduce the amount of expensive meat

that is used.

• Change packaging – the manufacturer

can change the type and style of

packaging so that it costs less. This may

result in the product looking quite

different on the supermarket shelf.


